The exact length of wall:

236' - 1/4" MEASURED ALONG PAWLOL

48 EQUALLY SPACED @ 5' - 0" = 226' - 0"

ELEVATION:

If projected as usual, the accurate view would not be shown.

NOTES:

1. For "INDEX TO PLANS", see "INDEX TO PLANS" sheet.
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General Details:

- BRIDGE DESIGN DETAILS 1-22 • JUNE 2010
- ATTACHMENT 1-22F
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Diagram:

- Clearances for Pretensioned Strands
- Optional Notched End Detail
- Construction Joint Between Girder and Deck Slab
- Elevation
- Section A-A
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- Section C-C
- Section D-D
- Section E-E
- SPECIAL DETAILS
- INSERT ASSEMBLY
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